WELCOME TO THE UC MERCED DRIVE THRU TOUR!

We’re so glad you have decided to explore the newest University of California campus. The Drive Thru Tour lets you learn about one of the nation’s fastest-growing public research universities from the comfort of your vehicle. Follow the map and open each Tour Stop page to enjoy a video from one of our student Tour Guides. You also can open the videos by scanning the QR code on each Tour Stop Sign.

#BOBCATSDOYOURPART
<< MAINTAIN YOUR SPACE. COVER YOUR FACE. DO YOUR PART FOR THE BOBCAT COMMUNITY. >>
doyourpart.ucmerced.edu

IF YOU MUST LEAVE YOUR VEHICLE WHILE ON CAMPUS, PLEASE:

USE FACE COVERING
COUGH OR SNEEZE INTO TISSUE OR ELBOW
WASH HANDS + SANITIZE ACCORDINGLY
DO NOT ENTER IF YOU HAVE COVID-19 SYMPTOMS
AVOID UNNECESSARY CONTACT + MAINTAIN A 6 FOOT DISTANCE

DRIVE THE TRAIL.
SHARE YOUR TALE.
#UCMercedDriveThru